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Abstract—
Trainet, a new scheme to extend MPLS (Multi Protocol Label Switch-

ing) is presented. The scheme works much like the subway system in a
large metropolitan area. Each (unidirectional) subway line corresponds
to a labeled path, and a route in the network is defined by either a pair�

label,count-value � , where count specifies how many hops a packet still
has to take in the specified train, or a route may be defined by a sequence
of such pairs. A sequence of such pairs specifies that the packet has to take
a number of hops in one train-line, and then continue for a certain num-
ber of hops on another train-line and so forth. While slightly increasing the
number of labels in a header and adding a counter to each label, the scheme
reduces the total number of different labels necessary in the network, and
in each switch. Thus, for a given number of labels it may support a larger
number of flows. Moreover, our scheme considerably simplifies the path set
up cost while still providing all the features of MPLS: switching, supporting
QoS, explicit routing, and traffic engineering.

I. INTRODUCTION

Combining switching technology with IP routing is a popular
avenue of research and development in recent years. Supporting
higher speeds of routing is not the only benefit expected from
this combination. Supporting QoS forwarding/routing, explicit
routing, and traffic engineering are additional benefits resulting
from the combination. In this paper we offer and examine yet
another variant on this combination, called Trainet. The new
scheme builds upon and extends the MPLS protocol, improving
its functionality and flexibility.

Standard IP routing is a hop by hop routing, where in each
hop (router) the routing decision is based only on the destina-
tion address of the packet. At any given point in time all packets
with the same destination address would be routed in exactly the
same way, regardless of any other parameter of the packet. At
each router along the packet path the destination address of the
packet is examined and the longest prefix that matches the ad-
dress, out of all the prefixes (usually several tens of thousands)
in a forwarding table is found. The packet is then routed accord-
ing to the information associated with the Best Matching Prefix
(BMP) in the forwarding table.

The cost of computing the BMP at each router combined with
the inflexibility to distinguish between different flows with the
same BMP motivated the development of label switching proto-
cols. All the packets of the same flow are tagged with a unique
label upon entering the network layer. At each switch (router)
on the path the label is used to switch (rather than route) the
packet to its next hop. The label is used as an index into the
switching table. That is, label switching supports the concept
of ”route once and switch many”, for all the packets in a flow
routing is performed once when setting up the label path, and
the label is then used for all the packets at all the intermediate
switches.

The large number of different label switching protocols [1]
(tag-switching [2], ARIS [3], CSR [4], IP-Switching [5], and
threaded indices [6]) motivated the IETF to develop MPLS, a
standard approach to label switching [7]. MPLS is designed to
combine the best of the different approaches.

The basic advantages of the MPLS protocol are; First, it en-
ables gigabit and higher rates of packet processing (which is also
enabled by the techniques of [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]).
Secondly, MPLS supports QoS forwarding by assigning differ-
ent labels to flows that require different services even if destined
to the same destination. Thirdly, MPLS enables explicit routing
(source routing) in which the source determines the entire path
taken by the packets. While in IP source routing is achieved by
carrying a complete explicit route in each packet, in MPLS it
is enough to carry the explicit route only by the setup packet.
Henceforth the forwarding is performed by switching on the la-
bel which was associated with the explicit route. The explicit
routing feature of MPLS enables the support of good traffic en-
gineering, load-balancing, and support for resource reservations.
Essentially MPLS establishes a circuit between the source and
destination, which in the terminology of MPLS is called Label
Switched Path (LSP).

In this paper we examine a possible extension of MPLS that
we call Trainet. The extension is based on two ideas: First we
suggest to increase the utilization of each label by using it to
define each sub route of a labeled switched path (LSP). It is
achieved by replacing the label with a � label,counter-value �
pair. At each switch the counter tells how many more hops the
corresponding packet should take on this LSP. This is much like
taking a subway, where the packet has to go off the train after
a specified number of stations. We thus call each LSP in this
method a train-line. The implementation of this idea requires
the hardware which is necessary to decrement the counter and
in parallel to check whether it was equal one. A packet that
has reached a switch with the counter value equals to one has
reached its destination on this train-line. The simple to imple-
ment, decrement operation is not new, it is required in any event
to implement the TTL mechanism of IP (which comes to avoid
infinite looping).

Notice however that the above idea supports merging of LSPs
that arrive at a router on different interfaces and continue along
the same path (as MPLS does). That is, in both MPLS and
Trainet, if a set of LSPs or train-lines continue along the same
path from some point on, then all these LSPs (or train-lines) may
be merged into one LSP (train-line) from this point on.

The second idea in the extension is to specify a route in the
network by a sequence of a small number of labels. The idea



may be applied separately to either MPLS as is, or to the train-
lines in Trainet. This is like taking a trip in a subway system,
from one point to another which is combined of several train-
lines. We apply this idea to either MPLS as is (without coun-
ters), or to the Trainet extension. The implementation is sup-
ported by the stack option of MPLS, i.e., placing the sequence
of labels or � label,counter � pairs on each packet and perform-
ing the pop operation on the stack at the appropriate switches.
As we will show the multi label route approach may be of con-
siderable benefit even if applied only to the MPLS labels. When
applied in the Trainet method it further opens many beneficial
possibilities for making the label switching method more effi-
cient.

The main advantages of the Trainet ideas are: (1) reducing the
number of labels necessary in the network thus enabling more
label switched routes with the same number of labels, and (2)
eliminating some of the MPLS setup over-heads whenever an
infrastructure of train-lines exists in the network. However, to
support the Trainet ideas the following is required: (1) to re-
place the labels with a � label,counter-value � pair and have the
necessary hardware to perform the decrement and compare with
“1” operations on the counter-value. If the MPLS switch is built
on an ATM hardware then this is problematic as there is no sup-
port for such mechanisms in the VC/VP of ATM. (2) to assume
MPLS switches that support the pop and push operations (for
the multi label route).

In Section II we give a brief overview of the MPLS protocol.
The basic concept of the two ideas in this paper are given in
Section III. A topology based implementation of the train-line
idea is discussed in Section IV. The idea of using multiple labels
in MPLS is discussed in Section V, and the usage of multi train-
lines for setting up an explicit route is presented in Section VI.
In Section VII it is shown how the Trainet idea may be used to
quickly recover from link/router failures at any point along the
LSP. Concluding remarks and future work are in Section VIII.

II. SHORT MPLS OVERVIEW

Here we review some basic concepts of MPLS that are rele-
vant to our extension. Readers familiar with MPLS should skip
this section and continue in Section III. Throughout the paper
we use MPLS terminology.

In MPLS all the packets that follow a certain route are labeled
with the label that is assigned to this route. This label is used for
switching (rather than forwarding) of packets in routers along
the corresponding route. To simplify the process of coordinat-
ing the label selection, a different label value may be used at
each hop along the route. The linking between the label value
in one hop to the label value on the next hop is obtained via a
table of labels in each switch (which is also the switching ta-
ble). Upon setting up a LSP each down-stream router informs
its upstream neighbor what label it has assigned to that LSP in-
coming link. The upstream router would place this label on each
packet of the corresponding flow that it forwards to the down-
stream router. Each packet arriving at a Label Switch Router
(LSR) with label

�
- ��� is forwarded according to the outgoing

port (line card) found at the Incoming Label Map (ILM) at entry�
- ��� . While being switched the

�
- ��� label is swapped with the�

- ���	� label that is also found in the
�
- ��� entry of the ILM. This

procedure is called label swapping.
Each LSR (Label Swapping Router) maintains two basic ta-

bles, the Incoming Label Map (ILM) which is used for switch-
ing and the FEC (Forwarding Equivalent Class) Map which is
used for routing of packets that arrive without a label. The ILM
table is implemented in hardware in order to perform switching
at high rates. Each entry of the ILM contains the next link on
the path (interface card), the label that should be swapped into
the packet according to the downstream label assignment, and
possibly other fields such as an operation (to pop or push a new
label on the packet). An example of a LSP is provided in figure
I.

The FEC map is a forwarding table used by packets that en-
ter the MPLS cloud. Each entry in the table corresponds to all
the messages that belong to the same Forwarding Equivalence
Class (FEC), i.e., that are forwarded through the MPLS cloud
in the same way. Packets that belong to the same FEC get the
same label and travel the same route in the entire MPLS domain.
An example of a FEC could be: all the packets with the same
first 20 bits in the destination address and with the same QoS
requirements.
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Fig. I. LSP in MPLS. Consider the case where LSR W sends packet
to Y. LSR W analyzes the network header to find the packet FEC.
It labels the packet with label 6, that it finds in the FEC-MAP. Z
receives this packet and according to its ILM and the incoming
label 6 switches the packet to interface 1 with label 14. Notice
that in MPLS, the LSP from W to Y cannot benefit from the fact
that a LSP between W to X exists.

The labels in MPLS are a scarce resource. First they are the
key element in the scalability of MPLS, and the more labels we
need the larger the ILM tables are. Since the ILM is a hard-
ware switching table that has to operate at high speeds, it is built
out of expensive memories and its size is critical. Therefore
various methods to reduce the number of labels necessary in
MPLS have been considered, e.g., merging LSPs which means
using the same label for all the packets with the same destina-
tion even if they arrive from different ports. When there are not
enough labels to distinguish between all the routes, the system
uses fewer labels and thus is less discriminating between the dif-
ferent FECs.



Furthermore, two basic approaches were suggested for the
label assignment and distribution in MPLS, Topology/Control
based, and Data based. In the topology/control based approach
an LSP between any source destination pair is setup ahead of
time by the routing/control protocols. The disadvantage of this
approach is that it requires a rather large number of labels (e.g.,
60,000 in a backbone BGP label switch router). The data driven
approach works “on demand”. The arrival of a new flow at an
LSR triggers the establishment of a new LSP by calling on a la-
bel distribution protocol (LDP). While this approach may save
on the number of labels used in the network it is more expensive
in the overhead of setting up and tearing down an LSP.

III. THE TRAINET CONCEPT

The first basic idea behind the Trainet method is to be able
to use the same label to specify more routes. That is, to en-
able a packet that flows on a particular labeled switch path to
end its traversal at any switch on the way and not only at the
end of the LSP. This is accomplished by adding a counter to the
label carried by each packet, which indicates how many more
switches the packet should go through in this LSP. While be-
ing forwarded as in MPLS, each switch decrement the counter
by one and when the counter value reaches zero the packet has
reached its destination on this LSP. See for example figure II.
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Fig. II. Using the train idea we eliminate the need for a separate label for the
path from W to X, and a separate label for the path from W to Y, as in figure
I.

To exemplify the idea consider a ring topology. In MPLS we
would need � labels to support all possible routes on a ring of
size � , one for each possible destination. In Trainet two labels
would suffice for a ring of any size, one for the clockwise train-
line and one for the counter clockwise train-line. The counter
attached to each Trainet-label indicates how many hops are nec-
essary to take in that direction in order to reach the destination
(on the shortest path). In another example consider a tree topol-
ogy network. In MPLS it would again require � labels at each
switch, one for every possible destination. In Trainet the num-
ber of labels necessary is equal to the number of leaves in the
tree (See Lemma 1).

The second idea explored in this paper is to construct a route
in the network from several paths each using a different label.
This idea may be applied to either MPLS as is or to the Trainet
extension. This is much like a subway trip from a station in the
Bronx, NYC to a station in Brooklyn, in which several differ-
ent subway lines going through Manhattan, are required. Notice
that the current standard suggested for MPLS supports a pop op-
eration on a sequence of labels in the packet header. This can be
used to implement the multi-label route idea in MPLS (assum-
ing that all the necessary LSRs support the pop operation).

The reduction in the number of labels is most important
to the size of the ILM table in each label swapping router.
Notice that the number of entries in the FEC-Map is not af-
fected by our method since it will always require an entry for
each destination or more precisely for each FEC (Forwarding
Equivalent Class). However each entry would now contain a

� label,counter-value � pair, or a sequence of such pairs. How-
ever, the FEC-Map table is not as critical as the ILM table since
it is used only once when a new flow enters a Trainet cloud for
the first time. The ILM table on the other hand, is used to switch
each packet that flows through an LSR.

We consider several possible approaches while implementing
these ideas in the following sections.

Topology driven train-lines: This approach which is explored
in Section IV uses one � label,counter-value � pair for each
route and routes packets on the shortest path from the source
to the destination.
Multi label paths in MPLS: In this approach we show how a
multi label route in MPLS (without the counters) may save a
considerable number of labels. This is explored in Section V.
Multi train-line paths in Trainet - explicit routing: This approach,
which is presented in Section VI, considers the usage of multi
train-line routes in the Trainet system.
Other possibilities: In all the approaches considered above ei-
ther a train-line or a multi train-line path, was found to match
the route computed by the routing algorithm (be it BGP or OSPF
or QoS OSPF). Another possibility which should be explored
is to layout an infrastructure of train-lines in the network and
then route flows using the existing train-lines, even if the re-
sulting routes do not follow the shortest path. This approach,
which is beyond the scope of this paper, raises many questions
such as: how to layout an infrastructure of train-lines, how to se-
lect a route in such an infrastructure while ensuring good load-
balancing and resource sharing.

IV. TOPOLOGY DRIVEN TRAIN-LINES

Here we consider the implementation of the Trainet method
under the following restrictions: (1) that there is a direct train-
line from every router (LSR) to any other router, and (2) that this
train-line follows the shortest path between these two routers. In
this case the train-lines are constructed together with the execu-
tion of the routing algorithms (BGP and/or OSPF). It is done
by piggy-backing the necessary control and information on the
routing algorithm messages. Here, any change in the topology
of the network may initiate a change in the train-lines setup.

To understand how this method works consider the shortest
path tree rooted at LSR � . This tree is the union of all the shortest



paths from � to any other node in the network1. The ILM table
in � has a train-line for every leaf on the tree and the FEC table
would have for every possible destination a pair � �

�
, � ��� � � � ,

such that train-line �
�

goes through this destination and � ��� � � is
the distance from � to the destination.

Claim 1: It is necessary and sufficient to assign a different
train-line label for every leaf of the shortest path tree rooted at
� , in order to reach every other LSR from � on the shortest path
and in one train ride.
Sketch of proof: Necessary: Otherwise there are two leaves
with the same train-line label. When packets destined to these
leaves reach router

� ��� , the least common ancestor of these
leaves in the tree, they should continue on different interfaces
depending on which leaf is their destination. But if they start
with the same train-line then their paths cannot use different out-
going links from

� ��� , a contradiction.
Sufficient: Clearly the train-lines are sufficient for routing

packets from � to any other LSR in the network. The fact that
this is sufficient also for switching packets from any other source
and that pass through � , follows from the optimality principle.
To see that, assume by contradiction that there is a source �
whose path to destination

�
, ���	��
 , goes through � but the seg-

ment of ���	�
 from � to
�

, �����
 , is not contained in � ’s shortest
path tree (SPT). If the shortest path from � to

�
has the same

length as ������
 then the shortest path from � to
�

could use this
segment instead of ������
 . Therefore assume �����
 is not the
same length as the shortest path from � to

�
. Moreover, by the

contradiction assumption the shortest path from � to
�

is longer
than that segment (and hence it cannot use the train-line going
out of � and passing at

�
). A contradiction. The algorithm pro-

vided below is another proof of the sufficiency condition.

To implement the principle implied by the above lemma we
need an algorithm to construct the ILM table (for switching) and
the FEC table (for routing). This routing algorithm is built on
the standard BGP like routing algorithm. In such an algorithm
every LSR constructs a shortest path tree (SPT) going from it-
self to every other LSR in the domain. In each step of the algo-
rithm neighboring LSRs exchange their SPTs. Then, based on
the SPTs of its neighbors an LSR updates its own shortest path
tree. Such an update occurs if it finds a path to a destination
shorter than the one in its tree through one of its neighbors trees.

To understand how the above algorithm is adapted to con-
struct the ILM and FEC tables we first focus on how the down
stream assignment principle works with the SPTs (much like in
Threaded indices [6] and MPLS). Consider an LSR � receiving
the SPT from its neighbor � together with a table (ILM) in which
� indicates what label it has assigned to each of the leaves in its
SPT2. The labels � assigns to the leaves of its tree are indepen-
dent of the labels used by � , however, in the ILM table that �
constructs it has to insert an outgoing label for each leaf of its
SPT. The outgoing-label that � places in its ILM table for des-
tination

�
which is a leaf in the SPT of � , and which is reached

through � , is an incoming-label that � has assigned to a leaf
�

of
�
The algorithm may operate on a network of autonomous systems, i.e., BGP

level, or on a network of routers/switches at the OSPF level.�
BGP actually sends only differences between the old and new SPT, not com-

plete tables. I.e., it sends only those entries
�������������! 

-"$# �&% -
�('

-
���	��� � in the

table which are new.

its tree, such that,
�

is on the path from � to
�

in � ’s SPT. See
Figure III.
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The basic principle behind the adaptation of such an algo-
rithm for the construction of the ILM and FEC tables for the
Trainet method is as follows: In any iteration in which LSR �

constructs a new SPT, different than the one it had before the
iteration, it assigns labels to the leaves of the new tree by using
as much as possible the labels it had assigned in the previous it-
eration. The actual implementation of this principle turns out to
be full of many small technical details, which are omitted here.

On top of the ILM and FEC tables that the algorithm con-
structs it uses at each router one more table, the Train-map table
which is the SPT of the corresponding LSR and describes all the
train-lines going out of a router. This table, which is used only
by the algorithm to construct the ILM and FEC tables, is similar
in nature and smaller in size, to the BGP table used today.

The main advantage expected from the method is the reduc-
tion in the number of labels used by each LSR which equiva-
lently is the reduction in the number of entries in ILM table. To
analyze that reduction one has to analyze the number of leaves
in the shortest path tree rooted at the LSR in question. Here we
suggest two rough estimates on this reduction:
1. The first estimate is based on the relaxing assumption that
the SPT is close to a uniform degree balanced tree. Clearly the
smaller the degree of the tree the smaller the proportion of the
number of leaves in the size of the tree. The average degree in
the AS graph of the Internet is about 46587,9 [15]. For a uniform
tree with branching degree : the ratio between the number of
leaves and total number of nodes is

; ��<; . Thus taking a worse
case we may assume an average branching degree in the SPT of
:>=@?A5B7C9 ( ?A5B7C9ED � �$F tree), which results in a ratio of about<HGJI	KL GJI	K =NMC4658M,O between the number of leaves and the total num-
ber of nodes. Meaning the method would save about 4CM,O of the
number of labels, or entries in the ILM table. Notice that first
the average degree of a SPT in the network of AS’s is probably
smaller, and second, with the methods described in the follow-
ing sections we significantly improve the savings in the number
labels.
2. In an attempt to obtain a more realistic estimate on the re-
duction that our method may achieve in the Internet topology
we used the data provided in [16] (which was also the basis for
the work reported in [15]). First we considered the AS-network,
a network in which each AS is a vertex and there is an edge



between two vertices if there is a direct connection between a
router in one AS to a router in the second AS. The computed av-
erage number of leaves in a shortest path tree in this network is
4099 out of 4746 nodes (different ASs). However, this topology
is not relevant since the topology over which BGP is running
has many more nodes. The real topology has several BGP-level
routers in each AS and these routers are connected both inter-
nally and with routers in other ASs. We hope in the future to
obtain the topology of this network and then to check the ef-
fectiveness of our methods. Moreover, today MPLS is mostly
deployed internally, inside ASs networks, and in this networks
we believe, following [15], that the ratio between the number
of leaves and number of nodes is much smaller. Following [15]
the average degree in the network of LSPs inside an AS is 2.57
which means that the ratio of number of leaves in a SPT to the
size of the tree is about

� G �<HG � = 4,76589CO . I.e., in these domains we
save about M � O of the ILM entries. Again, this is a very rough
estimate that we plan to verify.

V. MULTI LABEL ROUTES IN MPLS

Another idea, independent of the train-line path idea pre-
sented in the previous section, and that reduces the number of
labels more significantly, is presented here. The idea is sim-
ply to specify long routes by more than one label. The gen-
eral principle is exemplified by considering a long path with a
large star network in its end. Under the standard approach, each
LSR maintains an LSP for each other LSR, including each of the
leaves of the star. However, a simple idea would be to maintain
one LSP from each LSR to the center of the star, and then a sep-
arate LSP from the center of the star to each of the star leaves.
The number of entries in the ILM table in each LSR, except the
star center, is now the number of LSRs minus the number of star
leaves. This is just an illustrative example below we suggest
more general approaches that take advantage of this idea. While
this idea is somewhat similar to the usage of virtual paths (VPs)
in ATM and the hierarchical routing in MPLS (using the push
and pop operations), it is very different from both of these. Both
VPs and MPLS push and pop are hierarchical methods while
here we combine any two independent paths in the network into
one route.

The idea is explored under the assumption that again, topol-
ogy based shortest path routing is used. The implementation of
the idea is based on the stack mechanism of MPLS. That is, a
packet that is routed on a two label path carries two labels on
its header. First, the packet follows the path specified by the
first label, then, the LSR at the end of this path pops the stack
of labels carried on the packet. This LSR then routes the packet
according to the second label that is now at the top of the packet.
Clearly, the idea is not restricted to two labels paths, but here we
will mostly consider two labels paths. This idea may consider-
ably reduce the size of the ILM table (notice that the number of
entries in the FEC table, which is the routing/forwarding table,
can not be reduced by definition). Moreover, some entries in
the FEC table now contain the two labels that the route to the
corresponding destination follows.

Here we estimate and analyze the amount of reduction in the
ILM tables sizes achieved by this idea. We first consider the
SPT, and again assume it is a uniform : -way tree of height � .

In such a tree we reduce the ILM table size from � , the number
of LSRs in the tree to about � � by building an LSP from ev-
ery LSR to any other LSR that is at most ���C? hops away from
it. To any other LSR a route would have to be constructed from
two LSPs. The number of entries in each ILM follows from the
fact that a uniform tree of depth ���C? contains about � � nodes
(given that a height � tree contains � nodes). In general a uni-
form : - � �$F tree of height � has �	� :�
��� = ;������ ��<; ��< nodes in it.
The factor by which the number of entries in the ILM table is
reduced is ��� ;�� ��� L����� ;�� � � . For example, for � =�� and : = ?A587,9 , �
is 9! �4#" (these number are close to the real number of the AS
graph induced by the Internet) the number of entries in the ILM
is reduced from 9$ �4#" to about �#" .

This method can be further improved by combining it with
the train-line scheme of the previous section. In such a case ev-
ery LSR needs to store at most : ��� L labels instead of : � labels.
Again in the example above it means storing 57 labels instead
of 3270 labels.

Trying to be more realistic we again turn to the paper by
Faloutsos et. al. [15] and conclude that the AS graph of the
Internet looks as follows: a large and dense transit-ASs core,
with many AS stubs hanging off around it. According to [15]
about % � O to 9 � O of the ASs of the Internet are in these stubs
(around  &� �'� ). Therefore we believe it would be most efficient
to establish an LSP between all the AS inside the transit core,
and a set of LSPs from every AS to the stub ASs hanging of it.
According to the numbers presented by Faloutsos et. al. this
alone would reduce the ILM tables size by about half (we have
performed similar computations on the data of [16] and arrived
at the same conclusion).

Potentially the size of the ILM table may be further reduced
by breaking the paths into a larger number of LSPs (or train-
lines), which call the multi-label approach. Such a break down
in the network of ASs of the Internet would not pay off since the
diameter of the network is very small (about 4). However, if we
take the whole Internet as a flat network then this method would
considerably reduce the ILM table size.

Notice that the way we use the MPLS stack in this section is
different than the way it is used in the MPLS standard. There it
serves to route packets through a hierarchy such as the AS in the
Internet. Upon entering an AS domain, the LSR pushes on the
packet header the label that would take the packet on the path
to the boarder gate-way on the other end of the AS. When the
packet arrives to the boarder LSR on the other side, the stack is
popped and the message is routed to the next AS on its route to
the destination. Here we use it to achieve some kind of explicit
routing, we prepare the stack on the packet header and use only
pops to go from one segment of the route to the next. Clearly,
the two usages of the stack work together and can be used at the
same time.

BGP like routing algorithms can be easily adapted to con-
struct the ILM and FEC tables that support a multi-label or
multi-train-line paths. Here we only give the basic idea for
the adaptation, the detailed algorithm is beyond the scope of
this paper. The rule we assume here is that each path that
uses more than � hops should be broken into two paths (we
assume no route in the network is longer than ? � ). The rout-
ing tables in the routing algorithm would now have the fol-



lowing format at LSR � : for destinations at distance � or less
the corresponding entry in the routing table looks as before,

� � � � � 
 � � � � � � ��� 
 � - ���	� 
��	� � � - ��� � � . However, if a destination
is at distance larger than � then the entry looks like this (see ex-
ample in Figure IV): � � � � � 
 � ��� � � � ��� 
 � - ��� � 
��	� � � - ���	� 
 ��� � � � -���	� 
 ��� � � � -

�
- ��� � where,

�
- ��� � and �	� � � - ���	� are the label and

port leading to the intermediate destination ��� � � � -
�
���

. The
LSP that starts by

�
- ��� � ends at ��� � � � -

���	�
. When the packet

reaches this LSR it is routed according to entry ��� � � � -
�
- ��� in that

LSR. In the routing algorithm whenever an LSR receives a table
from its neighbor and finds out that its distance to a destination�

is more than � it either updates that entry in the routing table
with the intermediate information provided by the neighbor, or
if the distance is exactly ��  then it is the first to break the
route to

�
into two. In such a case this LSR updates the entry

of
�

with its neighbor as the intermediate LSR and the label that
the neighbor indicated for

�
as the ��� � � � -

�
- ��� . See Figure IV.
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Fig. IV. The routing tables in the routing algorithm that constructs
multi train-line routes. In order to reach � , � pushes multi
label - ��� � : The head of the stack � - which is the label in order
to reach � and under it � , which is the label that � assigned for
reaching � .

The decision where to break a route into two or more pieces
can be either by a distance parameter as described above or ac-
cording to specific end points such as core boarder LSRs etc.

VI. MULTI TRAIN-LINE ROUTES AND EXPLICIT ROUTING

One of the important features of MPLS is its ability to enforce
load-balancing and traffic engineering. This feature is achieved
in MPLS by establishing an explicit route in the network to
which a label is assigned. Using the label that was assigned
to the explicit path supports fast switching, and small headers.
However, the assignment of a unique label to each explicit path
in the network requires a large number of labels, which increases
the ILM table sizes. This places an extra demand on the already
scarce resource, the labels. In IP, on the other hand, explicit
routing is implemented by each packet carrying the entire list of
all routers along the explicit route. (Alternatively, one can use
tunneling in IP, but this feature still uses the IP routing and for-
warding, i.e., no reduction in tables sizes and no fast switching
on a label). Thus the packets traversing the explicit route in IP
carry a large header and require more processing at each router
along the way.

Constructing an explicit route from multi train-lines presents

a promising trade-off between the MPLS explicit routing and the
IP explicit routing. The multi-train explicit routing enjoys from
the advantages of each. It achieves both small packet headers,
and fast label based switching, while we do not impose an in-
crease in the number of labels in the network. The path is now
specified by a list of the relevant train-lines and the number of
hops to take with each (see Figure V). In each the packet is for-
warded by switching on the label where in intermediate stations
a label popping is performed (see below how penultimate hop
popping [17] may be applied to make this operation as efficient
as label swapping).

The tradeoff between the number of labels necessary, and the
length of the train-lines list, is an issue for further optimization
and research. Longer lists increase the bandwidth consumed
by the headers but reduces the number of labels required in the
network, thus keeping the ILM tables small. The general idea is
to enforce a maximum on the number of train-lines per explicit
route. Whenever a route traverses more than that number of
train-lines, a new train-line is established along this route.

For the rest of this section we assume the following frame-
work; At any point in time some collection of train-lines is al-
ready laid out in the network with each LSR having information
on the trains that pass though it (we consider different variation
in which the amount of information each LSR has on the train-
lines going through it is different). When a new explicit con-
nection is being setup, there is a routing mechanism that selects
the route for the new connection in the network. This routing
mechanism is outside the scope of this section, here we only as-
sume that the route selected is given to the explicit routing setup
mechanism. Below we consider different interfaces between the
route selection process and the setup process (i.e., hop by hop,
or complete route in one shot). From time to time it is possible
that new train-lines are defined in the network, either because
some part of a route has no train-line covering it, or because
some route is stitched together out of too many train-lines and
we would like no route to make more than a certain number of
train-lines exchanges. In the rest of this section we address the
following issues: how the setup of an explicit route sets up the
route, how to add new train-lines, and how this mechanism may
be combined with RSVP-TE (or CR-LDP).

Packet forwarding along an explicit route of train-lines is car-
ried out by label swapping. Upon receiving a packet each LSR
on the route decrements the hop-count at the top of the stack
on the packet. If the counter value is still greater than zero the
packet is forwarded on according to the label at the top of the
packet stack. On the other hand, if the resulting value is zero
then it pops the stack and performs another switching operation
(looking up in the ILM table) on the new top of the stack. Notice
that in this last case, the LSR performs two look up operations
at the head of the stack, and two look up operations in the ILM
table.

Here we can use in a natural way the Penultimate Hop Pop-
ping mechanism described in [17]. The LSR before the one that
has to perform a pop operation (i.e., the one that decrements the
counter from two to one), pops the stack and sends the packet
to the next LSR. By this we accomplish that the LSR and the
Penultimate LSR, both perform only one look up at the ILM
table and one lookup at the head of the stack.



We distinguish between two separate functions in explicit
routing, the route selection function, and the explicit route setup.
The route selection is implemented by some mechanism, such
as QoS routing, or some other routing mechanism. The setup
function receives from the route selection function the direc-
tions, where to go and what are the LSRs on the route. The
setup function establishes the explicit route which in our case
corresponds to the selection of a set of train-lines, each with its
corresponding number of hops. In what follows we deal with the
explicit route setup given that some infrastructure of train-lines
is present, and that the route selection procedure is given.
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Fig. V. Multi train-line: The route A-B-C-D-G is defined by the
sequence of train-lines

� � ��� � � ���,��� � , where � is the
label at LSR

�
for the train-line with the solid line, and

�
is the

label at LSR � for the train with the dotted line.

A. Train-line by train-line setup

We suggest two approaches to the explicit route setup. I.e.,
to the procedure by which the set of train-lines that covers the
route is determined.

In the first approach we assume that each LSR maintains a
train-map data structure which lists all the train-lines going out
of this LSR with their detailed routes, and that for each new flow
the route that the flow should take is fully specified. This train-
map data structure is the same train-map that was used in the
routing algorithm briefly described in the previous section. The
train-map data structure is most efficiently represented by a trie
(kind of tree). Each path in the trie represents a train-line. If
a prefix of a train-line is also a prefix of other train-lines the it
is represented only once in the trie. Notice, that since we don’t
restrict ourselves to shortest path, the same LSR might appear
more than once in the trie (in case it is reached with two trains
that go on different paths).

The basic principle here is that � , the first LSR selects the
train-line that takes us the most number of hops along the ex-
plicit route among all the train-lines going out of � . Then, this
train-line and number of hops is recorded on the setup message
which is then sent on that train-line to the last point of the train-
line which is on the explicit route. At this point the procedure
reiterates, selecting again the train-line from all the train-lines
going out of the new point, that makes the maximum number of
hops along the rest of the explicit route. This process is contin-
ued until the end of the explicit route is reached. At that point the
set of train-lines with the respective number of hops is recorded
on the setup message that is now sent back to the source.

Notice that for this method to work there must be a train-line
going over each link along the selected route. If this is not the
case, the setup message is sent over the link and when the mes-

sage is sent back from the destination of the route to its source a
train-line is extended over this link, or a new train-line is defined
over the link. The details of this procedure are left for the full
paper.

Claim 2: The algorithm described above finds the smallest
number of train-lines that cover a given explicit route.
See Appendix A for the proof.

In the second approach we assume that a train-map is not
available at the LSRs. In this case, each LSR has an FEC ta-
ble and an ILM table. I.e., for each outgoing link an LSR knows
what set of trains goes out on this link. The setup starts by the
first LSR placing on the setup message the set of all the train-
lines that go over the first link of the explicit route. Each LSR
down the explicit route checks which of the set of train-lines
recorded on the setup message continues over the next link of
the explicit route. It then leaves on the setup message only this
subset of train-lines and sends the message down the explicit
route. This process repeats until reaching an LSR in which none
of the train-lines on the setup message continues on the next
link of the explicit route. At this point one of train-lines that
were still recorded on the setup message is selected as part of
the explicit route and the current LSR starts the process from
the beginning, placing the set of all the train-lines going out of
it on the next link on the setup message and so forth.

Notice that the last approach can be applied in case the route
selection is done on a hop-by-hop basis. I.e., the setup would
be integrated with the route selection protocol. Furthermore, the
setup can be done also on the way back from the receiving end
point of the explicit path. However we postpone this discussion
to the full version of the paper.

In the first method the setup messages are somewhat smaller
(no need to send a list of train-lines), but each LSR is required
to hold a train-map which might be a large data-structure. In
the second method, on the other hand, the setup messages might
be larger since they carry a set of train-lines, but the LSRs do
not have to maintain any extra data-structure. It is possible to
combine the two approaches above into a hybrid approach. The
hybrid uses a small train-map table up to a certain distance at
each LSR, and requires a smaller setup message.

B. On demand establishment of a new train-line

In this subsection we consider the case in which it is neces-
sary to establish a new train-line in the network. This happens
in either one of the following cases: (1) we find no train-lines
that goes over a route, or part of the route over which we need to
set an explicit route, or (2) the minimum number of train-lines
that cover an explicit route is more than the maximum number
of train-lines we allow for one explicit route. Composing a route
out of too many train-lines is problematic for two reasons. First,
the size of the header of messages that use this explicit route
would be proportional to the number of train-lines used, i.e., it
would imply a large header. Second, the overhead in switch-
ing the packets along this explicit route would be large because
on many LSRs we would need to do a pop and some minimal
processing of the packet header.

When a new train-line is established over a particular path in
the network there are several optimizations that we should pay
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Fig. VI. The lower half describes a network after a train between�
and
�

was established. The upper half describes the situation
before the establishment of the new train-line. The number on
every edge, is the incoming label to the next LSR in the direc-
tion of the train-line. Notice how the train-line between

�
and�

, is using the label that was bound to the train-line between �
and � and part of the train-line that was between � and

�
. And

by this eliminating a need of more entries in the ILM in the LSR
of the new train.

attention to. These may save the usage of new labels in some of
the LSRs along that path. The basic principle behind these op-
timizations is the following (see Figure VI): When a new train-
line is formed over a path, and part of the path is already covered
by an old train-line such that the final LSR of the old train-line
is on this path, then, any LSR that is covered by the old train-
line does not need any new label for the new train-line. Any
such LSR may use the label it used for the old train-line in the
formation of the new train-line.

C. Explicit Route binding protocols with multi train-lines

In this subsection we describe how the multi-train-line ex-
plicit route setup may be integrated into the RSVP-TE and/or
the CR-LDP protocols. In MPLS explicit routes may be estab-
lished by the RSVP-TE protocol [18] or the CR-LDP [19].

We describe here how the train method can be integrated
with RSVP-TE (the integration with the CR-LDP is similar). In
RSVP-TE the explicit route establishment is piggy-backing on
the RSVP protocol. The PATH forward message of RSVP, trav-
els according to the explicit route that is saved in the Explicit
Route Object (ERO). When the PATH message reaches the des-
tination, the receiver initiates a RESV message in the backwards
direction. On this message the receiver declares the reservations
it needs. RSVP-TE uses this RESV message to do the down-
stream label binding by piggy-backing the labels on the RESV
message.

The setting up of a multi-train-line explicit route via the
RSVP-TE protocol is done as follows: The RSVP PATH mes-
sage (that travels the path in the forward direction) is used to
collect the sequence of train-lines that compose the route, as de-
scribed in Section VI-B. When this message reaches the receiver
end-point of the path, that LSR decides whether a new train-
line should be formed along the route (because either some links
along the path had no train-line going over them, or because too
many train-lines were necessary in order to cover the route). If
a new train-line is necessary then the RESV message that goes
backwards would setup the new train on its way back, or if a
new train-line is not necessary the RESV message would simply

carry the sequence of train-lines that compose the new explicit
route (as was recorded on the PATH message). Notice that es-
tablishing a new train-line on a message that goes backwards on
the path of the new train-line is rather easy. It is the direction
necessary for downstream assignment, and at each LSR on the
way it may update the train-map with the new train.

A similar procedure may be implemented in CR-LDP. There
the Label Request message plays the role of the PATH message,
and the Label Mapping plays the role of the RESV message.

VII. MULTI TRAIN-LINES AND FAULT-TOLERANT

BYPASSING

The main disadvantage of label switched paths or any other
end-to-end circuit switching is the slow recovery from link or
router failures. The reason being the complex and time consum-
ing process of setting up a new LSP. Especially when the new
LSP selection is based on specific traffic engineering require-
ments [20]. This stands in contrast to the ease in which IP and
other hop by hop routing methods seamlessly adapt to failures
in the network.

The multi label train-line idea of Section VI, provides us
with mechanisms by which an LSP may be quickly mended and
patched. Basically, an LSR on the path that detects the failure of
the next link or router, locally computes a detour and inserts a
sequence of train-lines that covers the detour into the multi label
train-lines that compose the path.
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Fig. VII. Bypassing example, see explanation in the text.

Consider for example the scenario in figure VII, in which
there is a train-line, � , going over

� D�� D�� D
	 D�� , and
another train-line, called  going over

� D�� D�� D�� D�� D
� D�	 D � (For clarity reasons � and  are each a single train-line
however each may be composed of a sequence of train-lines).

If link ( � D�� ) fails then � may perform a fast route recovery
by inserting 4 hops of train  (i.e., � D�� D�� D�� ) and then con-
tinuing from � with train � . In the process of finding the detour
� needs to check if the detour can hold the traffic requirements
of the original train. The information about the detour links may
be retrieved from the train map. Notice that � needs to know the
label describing train � in � . This information may be obtained
during the process of building the train-map.

A similar idea was presented in [21] where a bypassing tech-
nique for source routing and ATM networks is described. Since
the LSR that chooses the detour may do so by looking only in
its local data, the selection is fast.

The disadvantage of this method, is that since the detour is
chosen locally it may not be the optimum detour, that would
have been chosen if the source LSR of the flow would have cal-
culated a new path in a global way. In our example

�
could use

a train-line that goes through the path (
� D�� D � D � D � D�� ).



VIII. FUTURE WORK

We believe the present paper leaves many open questions
at different levels of abstraction. The main issue is what is
a “good” and useful extension of MPLS. The extensions sug-
gested here need to be studied in further detail to prove (or dis-
prove) their effectiveness. We believe that either the multi-label
idea or the train-line idea, each separately may result in a consid-
erable reduction in the ILM tables, i.e., in the number of labels
required in the network. This may prove to be an important step
in the scalability and efficiency of the label swapping approach.
The first step in this study would be to check the implementa-
tion of the ideas on real samples of the Internet topology. This
is a non-trivial and major task. Measurement of the number of
labels required by MPLS and IP-switching were performed in
[22], [23].

In all the variations considered in this paper the routes se-
lected were assumed to be selected by some routing mechanism,
either shortest path (like BGP or OSPF) or some other. There are
different approaches that should perhaps be looked at. One is to
layout some set of train-lines in the network, and then to perform
routing based on the available set of train-lines. This approach
looks problematic because first, it does not select shortest paths,
i.e., it may consume more of the network resources then it has
to. Second, it requires a new routing protocol. Furthermore, this
method raises other issues such as: what initial infrastructure of
train-lines should we layout. Should it be done on demand? or
by predicting hot spots, bottleneck links and make them part of
a few train-lines.

In another approach we would relax the requirement to use
shortest paths and study the same set of questions as above but
allowing a stretch factor, i.e., the routes may be longer by a fac-
tor � than the shortest routes. Another question is to study the
tradeoff between the ILM table size and the number of labels
(or train-lines in Trainet) necessary to compose any route in the
network (in either case of shortest paths, or allowing a stretch
factor).

X

Y

Fig. VIII. The Grid Network. Two bi-directional trains: one bi-
directional train in solid line, and another in dotted line, are
sufficient to compose all the shortest paths on the grid.

Consider for example the following grid in figure VIII. In
this topology we can construct any shortest path in the network
by combining two train-lines and setting only four trains in the
whole network. The main idea is to set up one two directional
train-line (i.e., two train-lines, one for each direction) that passes
through all the rows, and other two directional train-line that
passes through all the columns. Hence in order to get to a LSR,

a multi train-lines contains one line to get to the LSR destination
raw, if needed, and another line to get to the LSR destination col-
umn, if necessary. Similar routing protocols for grid networks
where suggested in the Manhattan street network [24] and by
Myrinet [25].
Acknowledgments: We would like to thank Sariel Har-Peled
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APPENDIX

I. PROOF OF CLAIM 2

Claim 2 The algorithm described in Section VI-A finds the
smallest number of train-lines that cover a given explicit route.
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ing the same route, such that, � � �
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We denote by :�� the number of LSRs that were traversed af-
ter using the first � train-lines ( e.g., the �

�
��� � �
	 < is taken from���	� ;�� ). Formally, : � =  ���� < � � . Similarly we define : �� .

By induction we prove below that for each � ,  �� ����� ,
:���� : �� . Hence this holds for � =�� and : � � : �� . But by the
assumption : �� = � and : � � � . A contradiction.

We now prove the inductive assumption. For the base case,
� =  : ���	� < chooses the train-line that takes the most number
of hops along the explicit route. Hence, � < � � � < , and : < � : � < .

Assume that the inductive assumption, : � � : �� holds for� =  �
�5�5�5 
 � we prove that this assumption holds for step � �  .
Assume the opposite, the assumption does not hold for � �  :
i.e., :��
	 < � : ��
	 < . We get, : �� � :�� � : ��
	 < (since by inductive
assumption : �� � : � , and by definition : �
	 < = : � � � � and we
assume by the contradiction assumption that : ��	 < � :�� ��	 < ).

Hence the train-line � �$� ��� -
�
��� � � �
	 < passes through

���	� ;�� .
By the algorithm the train Map of

���	� ;�� contains this train-
line, and since the algorithm chooses the train-line that takes the
most number of hops along the path we get that : �
	 <�� :�� �
	 < .
Contradiction.


